NUI’s Web Site Is Better Than Ever

Brent Sharp

In October 1999, NetWare Users International (NUI) introduced its redesigned web site (http://www.nuinet.com). Among the benefits available at NUI’s web site are a Technical Resource Center, an Education Resource Center, a Career Resource Center, and daily networking news updates.

But that’s not all: NUI is continually improving and enhancing the resources on its web site. Be sure to check out the new features that will be available soon, such as technical forums, a free permanent e-mail account, a searchable job bank to which NUI members can post job openings and submit their resume, and more links to network resources.

NUI’S VIRTUAL COMMUNITY

NUI’s web site also provides a Virtual Community. During the past several months, NUI has welcomed nearly 35,000 new members to its Virtual Community. Participation in NUI’s Virtual Community makes you eligible for discounts and offers such as the following:

- Education opportunities and discounts from Novell Education
- Discounts on Novell training from Novell Authorized Education Centers (NAECs)
- Discounts for special Novell training events (such as BrainShare 2000)
- Education discounts from CyberState University (http://www.cyberstateu.com), an online provider of IT training and certification

For more information about joining NUI’s Virtual Community, visit http://www.nuinet.com, and click Membership.

WHAT’S NEXT?

What else can you expect from NUI in the first year of the new millennium? You can look forward to more discounts and offers from NUI, Novell, and Novell partners. (Visit NUI’s web site frequently to find out about the latest offers.) For example, NUI recently offered a free Technical Resource Pack that included a three-user copy of NetWare 5. NUI plans to provide additional offers in the near future.

In addition, NUI will provide new training opportunities. For example, this year NUI will present a training lab at BrainShare 2000 in Salt Lake City. (BrainShare 2000 in Salt Lake City will be held March 26–31.) This lab will feature more than 150 computers; practical, hands-on training information about upgrading to NetWare 5.1; and some of the best trainers in the industry. (If you are unable to attend BrainShare 2000 in Salt Lake City, look for similar labs at BrainShare on Tour throughout the year. For more information about BrainShare 2000 or BrainShare on Tour, visit http://www.novell.com/events/brainsshare.)

JOIN THE COMMUNITY

NUI invites you to become a part of the NUI community—both on the web and at the local user group level—and to experience the advantages of interacting with other networking professionals.

Brent Sharp is director of NUI.

And the Winners Are . . .

Congratulations to the grand prize winners of NUI’s Grand Opening Contest, which was held on NUI’s web site (http://www.nuinet.com). Patrick Brennan of Middletown, New York, and Rob Cermak of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, each won a new Compaq Presario laptop.
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